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PhoeniX – Freedom in perfection
Just get in and go, because the journey is the destination. Glide towards your vacation 
with comfort and relaxation from the very first minute. How happy we are when the time 
finally comes again and we can enjoy this freedom. PhoeniX is the symbol of quality craftsm-
anship with the most modern technology, two aspects that always convince our customers. Treat 
yourself to a travel experience with all the comforts you know from home, customized and built accor-
ding to your needs. Once you are at your destination, you are at home.
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Almost too beautiful to get off
Top-Liner living ambience in Tiberino Nut with 

leather seat upholstery
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Travel with all your senses
Top-Liner professional kitchen in Tiberino Nut 
with white mineral granite countertop
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5 stars to dream
Top-Liner sleeping room 

in Tiberino Nut
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Spa on wheels
Top-Liner spa area in Tiberino Nut with white 
mineral granite washbasin
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Canopy in 
leather look

Canopy in 
leather look

Carpet floor

Carpet floor

Upholstery in fabric Upholstery in microfiber Upholstery in leather

Cabinet flaps in high-gloss white Cabinet flaps in sycamore maple

Worktop in mineral granite "Marble“

PVC floor Furniture carcass in Tiberino nut

Tiberino Nut: Bright and noble
Friendly ambience meets selected quality. Our interior in Tiberino Nut conjures up light and airi-

ness in the living space. Here you can feel comfortable, whether to relax or to make plans. Let 
relaxation and creativity run free and choose your individual living textiles! 

Your camper, your vacation, your decision.

Canopy in leather look

Cabinet flaps in 
high-gloss white

Cabinet flaps in 
high-gloss whites

Worktop in 
mineral granite

Worktop in 
mineral granite

Worktop in mineral granite "Amber“

Worktop in mineral granite "Slate“

Carpet floor
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When driving becomes a pleasure
TopX alcove MAN TGM
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Comfort on the road
TopX-Alkoven living ambience in Erbach maple 

with microfiber upholstery fabric
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Freedom for connoisseurs
TopX-Alkoven professional kitchen in Erbach maple 
with gray mineral granite countertop
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Also suitable for 
dream trips
TopX-Alkoven sleeping compartment in Erbach maple
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Small kingdom 
for body, mind 

and soul
TopX-Alkoven spa area in 

Erbachahorn with gray 
mineral granite 

washbasin
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Erbachahorn: Comfort has a name
Erbachahorn radiates comfort and warmth with its soft tones. It is a pleasure to feel at home 
here and enjoy one‘s vacation. A retreat that lets you savor every hour. Choose your indivi-
dual further finishing option for your mobile home from the wide range of colors and 
structures.

Canopy in 
leather look

Canopy in 
leather look

Carpet floor

Carpet floor

Cabinet flaps in 
Erbach maple

Cabinet flaps in 
Erbach maple

Worktop in 
mineral granite

Worktop in 
mineral granite

Upholstery in fabric Upholstery in microfiber Upholstery in leather

Cabinet flaps in high-gloss white Cabinet flaps in sycamore maple Cabinet flaps in Erbach maple

Worktop in mineral granite "Marble“

PVC floor Furniture carcass in Tiberino nut

Canopy in leather look

Worktop in mineral granite "Amber“

Worktop in mineral granite "Slate“

Carpet floor
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Pure wanderlust
Top-Liner MAN TGL
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Elegance and style
TopX-Liner living landscape in holm oak 
with high-gloss cabinet flaps
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Delicious delicacies 
at any time

TopX-Liner eat-in kitchen in holm oak with 
white mineral granite countertop
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Relaxation in perfection 
TopX-Liner bedroom in holm oak 

with high-gloss cabinet flaps
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Luxury for the senses 
TopX-Liner spa area in holm oak with high-gloss

cabinet flaps and white mineral granite washbasin
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Holm oak: Design with luxurious character
The tasteful expression of the holm oak underlines the timeless quality of this special finishing 
style. As with the other high-quality lines of PhoeniX motorhomes, you are free to choose 
between colors and textures of the living textiles according to your individual wishes 
and needs. Your travel dream, your choice.

Canopy in 
leather look

Canopy in 
leather look

Carpet floor

Carpet floor

Cabinet flaps in 
high-gloss white

Cabinet flaps in 
high-gloss whites

Worktop in 
mineral granite

Worktop in 
mineral granite

Upholstery in fabric Upholstery in microfiber Upholstery in leather

Cabinet flaps in high-gloss white Cabinet flaps in sycamore maple

Worktop in mineral granite "Marble“

PVC floor Furniture carcass in holm oak

Canopy in leather look

Worktop in mineral granite "Amber“

Worktop in mineral granite "Slate“

Carpet floor
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Proud craftsmanship and state-of-the-art technology 
for your own four walls

A PhoeniX motorhome sets the highest standards for technology, workmanship and safety. We are proud to 
be able to provide the best quality for your four walls on wheels. The special thing about PhoeniX motorho-
mes is that they are built from the outside in, just like your house at home. For your benefit, we deliberately 

avoid the simpler assembly in reverse, but through our construction philosophy, we offer features such 
as durability, stability and quality. On the chassis of our well-known manufacturers like IVECO, MAN 

and Mercedes we build first the floor, the walls and the roof. In this process, the constructive and stable 
rear wall of the motorhome and all side walls are firmly connected to the roof and floor. In this way we 

achieve a safe and compact exterior construction, which you will not find with any other series ma-
nufacturer. Only after this solid shell has been built, the building services are installed, just as in the 

construction of a house. Our specialists install all pipework with the utmost care and according to 
the latest technological standards. Our benchmark and goal at this point is absolute reliability and 
functional fidelity. Then our carpenters assemble the individually made furniture. In this process 

we use the advantages of the front frame construction with aluminum profile, which gives our 
furniture extraordinary strength. Your advantage by this construction concept is the enor-

mous stability just by the vehicle cabin and the gained flexibility in case of a possible 
redesign or vehicle maintenance. Because each part which was built in, can be taken 
out in such a way also individually again. In our workshops, all necessary trades for 

the construction of a high-quality motorhome are united, so that each vehicle is 
manufactured individually. The wealth of experience of our team now spans 

generations, passionately committed to the best craftsmanship. Every 
PhoeniX motorhome that leaves the factory premises is unique in 

the world. Quality and safety are PhoeniX‘s top priorities.
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Your motorhome is created
Planning, CAD, cutting, assembly, electrical, gas and 
sanitary installations, technology and hydraulic systems
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Tradition and handicraft
Interior design, CNC furniture construction, 

upholstery, curtains, carpet - "Individuality made to measure
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Driving pleasure beyond the horizon
Maxi-Liner IVECO Daily



MA 6600 RSL

MA 7200 RSLG MA 7400 RSL A 7500 G-ST A 7500 RSL
A 7800 BMRSL A 7800 G A 7800 RSL A 7900 QRSL A 7900 RSL A 8000 BMRSLG

A 8300 BMRSL
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Midi- Alcove Maxi- and Top- Alcove Maxi- and Top- Alcove

Space miracle according 
to your wishes
Whichever model you choose, the MA/ML for the Midi class 
or A/L for the Maxi, Top and TopX classes, with PhoeniX 
you can always enjoy plenty of freedom inside.

Midi- Alcove  
MERCEDES

Midi and Maxi- Alcove  
IVECO Daily



A 8300 G A 8400 BMQRSL
A 8800 BGS A 8800 BML A 8900 BMQRSLG

A 9200 AS

AX 10800 BMAC

AX 11800 BMA

AX 9300 BM-MB AX 9500 AS
AX 9900 BMASAX 9900 BML

5150

Maxi- and Top- Alcove Maxi- and Top- 
Alcove with garage

TopX- Alcove TopX- Alcove with garage

Top- Alcove  
IVECO EuroCargo

TopX- Alcove  
MAN TGL



L 7500 G
L 7800 L L 7800 RSL

L 8100 RSL
L 8300 BGS

ML 7400 RSL
ML 7700 L ML 7700 RSL
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Midi- Liner Maxi- and Top- Liner

Midi- and Maxi-Liner  
IVECO Daily

Maxi- and Top- Liner  
IVECO Daily



L 8800 BMB L 8800 BML

L 8600 BMQRSL

L 8900 BM-MB L 9000 BML

L 8300 L L 8300 QRSL
L 8500 MB

L 8300 BML
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Maxi- and Top- Liner Maxi- and Top- Liner

Liner models are also 
available as a bar version

Top-Liner  
IVECO Daily, MAN TGL

Maxi- and Top-Liner  
IVECO Daily



LX 10800 BMAC

LX 11800 BMAM

LX 9000 BGS
LX 9300 BMB

LX 9500 AS
LX 9900 BMASLX 9900 BML

L 9200 AS

5756

TopX- Liner TopX- Liner with garageMaxi- und Top- Liner with garage

TopX-Liner  
MAN TGM

Top-Liner 
IVECO Daily, MAN TGL



After the editorial deadline of this publication on 15.08.2021, changes may have been made to the product. The manufacturer reserves the right to make changes to the design or shape, deviations in color and 
changes to the scope of delivery during the delivery period, provided that the changes or deviations are reasonable for the purchaser, taking into account the interests of the seller. If the seller or the manufacturer 
uses signs or numbers to designate the order or the ordered object of purchase, no rights can be derived from this alone. The same applies to the written and pictorial contents of advertising brochures and 
sales brochures, which taken together only serve to explain and advertise our products, without thereby justifying an obligation to deliver on the part of PhoeniX that is true to the advertising and/or illustration. 
The vehicles shown in the brochure were equipped with various extras. Illustrations can therefore also contain accessories and special equipment that are not part of the standard scope of delivery. Color 
deviations are due to printing technology. Dimensions, weights and operating characteristics of each motorhome manufactured by PhoeniX-Reisemobile are calculated according to series construction drawings 
and do not necessarily correspond to the actual design. However, statements about statutory, legal and tax regulations and effects are only valid for the Federal Republic of Germany at the time of the editorial 
deadline of this catalog. Therefore, please ask your PhoeniX contractual partner about the regulations and effects applicable in other countries and about the binding latest status of these regulations and their 
effects. Some of the illustrations in this brochure contain optional equipment. Technical changes, color deviations and errors excepted. Status August 2021.

Quality, safety and comfort
This is what we stand for in the second generation. Together with our employees, we have succeeded in 
offering the highest level of performance on four wheels, and this is something we in the PhoeniX 
family are proud of. Every single one of us works in his or her field to achieve the technical precision 
and craftsmanship that makes our PhoeniX motorhomes so special. We owe our construction philosophy 
to a product that fully satisfies the desire for longevity, reliability, individuality and, above all, safety. 
We can guarantee these high quality standards through our many years of experience, the application of 
the latest technologies and our passion for mobile travel. So that nothing stands in the way of a relaxing 
vacation - PhoeniX.

Best regards Barbara, Johannes and Oliver Schell 

Schell Fahrzeugbau GmbH · PhoeniX-Reisemobile · Sandweg 1 · 96132 Aschbach
Tel. 0 95 55.92 29 - 0 · Fax 0 95 55.92 29 - 29 · www.phoenix-reisemobile.de · info@phoenix-reisemobile.de




